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' 

P.N. H~~s~r P~pe~s 

CJ-]_ Jn~flM~'t°&) 

S!Ab)'e ci Frt e ~ lJt 

TOP SECBE'.r 

Record of talks between P .M. an'd 
Premier Chou En Lai held on 24th 
April, 1960, from 10.30 a.m. to 
1.4§...n..s.m--..•~~--~~~---~~~-

t~J.(__ 
P .M. Yesterday we had a long -t-i-me about the we stern sector 

and you gave me in some detail your version of the .case. 

I would like to say something in reply briefly. But this 

means an interminable argument; but I would like to have 

your views on one particular thing or factual nature. 

You told me that it was not till the end of 1950 tha·t 

the Peoples' Liberation Army came from Sinkiang to northe:rn 

Aksaichin area - I presume, b}' the old caravan route and it 

' was only about a few years later ( 4 or 5 · ) tha,t the ChtQese 

au thori ties built a road the re • I would 1 ike to kn ow 

whether this is correct. 

PREMIER CHOU: I said that Aksaichin area al.ways bas been under the 

jurisdiction of Sinkiang and Sinkiang became formally a part 
' . ,· 

of China some 200 years ago. Therefore, being a part of 

Sinkiang it has been under our administration for 200 years. 

As I mentioned earlier, we had surveys conducted in this 
1q4./ 

area twice - one in 1891 and another in 1..Qt;a. In both the 

cases the surveyors went upto the KQ.Takoram range and right 
,, 

upto the Kon(kala pass in the area. This shows that 
"' 

Aksaichin and other areas were surveyed by us and w have 

many historical documents to prove this. 

At the end of 1947, Sinkiang was liberated and in 

1951, the PLA reached sout.hern Sinkiang and also Aksaichin. 

They also went through this area to the Ari region of 

Tibet. Since then our administrative personnel and 

patrols have been stationed in this area. As I pointed out 

yesterday, some parts of' the area are unihabited and it is 

impossible to station people there tfhroughout the year. aut 

ever since 1950 our personnel and supplies pass.&hrough 

this area from Sinkiang to Tibet and it became an imp.QJ;;t.atlt--

route joining Sinkiang with Tibet. In 1956-571:1uilt'~\ 

/ 
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a highway facilitating transport of men and material from 

Sinkiang to Tibet. This area was, therefore, adm1.n1stered 

by both the old and the new Chinas. 

The statement, therefore, of your Excellency and the 

Government of India that we reached this area only in the last i 

-{-:: "\.".: ~· _··~ f [ '•-

ye a r or two,w~ in the last few years is not in consonance 
~/·-. 

with facts. 

Aksaichin area is a wide area and it is only the 

eastern tip of the area where you have built the high way. 
there were 

But long after t.te high way was built, according to us/no 

Chinese or Tibetanis ~- other parts of Aksaichin area 

because on a number of occasions we had full reports on 'these 

parts and it was only last year (1959) that certain posts 

were established by the Chinese in this remaining part of 

Aksaichin and many roads were also reported to have been 

built. Thus, according to us, apart from the high~way part 
'-' I 

the other part was traversed and occupied only a year or 
a year and a half ago. Some other areas of Tibet which were 

not parts of Aksaichin were also occupied by China last year. 

Therefore, I would like to know from 'Jour E.xcellency about 

what period of time the parts to the 'l4oe st and south of the 

high way in Aksaichin area were occupied by the Chinese? 

PREMIER CHOU: Your Excellency has put the qua stion in wch a way 

that it itself becomes a question ( a controversial IDlitter). 

As I have said, areas to the north and east of 

Ka.rakaram watershed belong to Sinkiang and the boundary line 

starts from here, goes to Kp!ongka pass, down to the south 

from the Chang Chen Mo valley, Pangong Lake and Indus Valley. 

Area east of tlhis belongs to Tibet and Chinese admintstrative 

personnal and patrols have feached this area. This was tru!! 

of both old China and new China. 

The case is precisely the same as the eastern sector 

where India regards the line of actual control as· her '(""' 

international boundary. As to when patrol parties of ~1t~l'. 

country reached the line is an internal matter since tP.~' 
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patrols we1"e ~sent according to needtt and 'WE! may send them 

earlier or later as the need arises. Your Excellency had 

said once that in the eastern sector some ~laces are· high 

mountains and are inaccessible. The case is 'Wile similar 

~"Y\ 

,ali 1ll:t the we stern sector and we never sent patrols there. 

In your letter your Excellency had mentioned that 

you sent your pat!'ols to the eastern sector only in the 

last year or two1 because no need arose before that. 

Siniilarly in the western sector in some areas there were 
~t 

inhabitants and the place ial high mountains. 

no 

If your Excellency asks me when the Chinese· patrol 

parties reached a particular point in the we s·tern sector, 

then I can also ask the same question about the eastern 

sector. This will mean only arguments; and this only goes 

to prove that there is a dispute both in the ·eastern as 

well as the we stern sectors. 

Your Excellency said that in the eastern sector your 

administrative authority was only extended gradually. That 

-~~0.-~ 
is also our information. In the ~ area in the 

eastern sector the Tibetan administration continued till 

1951 when only it was withdrawn. 

The ref ore, we have disputes in both sectors ·and the 

boundary is not delimited. Hence the need for zaegotiations. 

Pending final settlement, we can both keep our vie.wpoints 

and seek a settlement through negotiations. 

I!' you ask me the same question as to when we reached 

the border I may again ask you the same question and it 

~ 

will mnly mean ~ndless arguments. 

In the areas south of Kongka pass Indian adminis~rative 

personnel and patrols even crossed the border line and they 

\!Jere also stationed there but we did not take any action 

and just informed the Government of India about it and· 
I h.-,,1~ &\.. 

wanted to negotiate because -we realised t.Qet..._dispute 

existed here and that it could be dealt with when 1ndiv;1dual 

41 
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adjustments are made through mutual negotiations. This is 

also true of the eastern and the middle sector. I do not 

understand the purpose of your Excellency• s asking me this 

question. I do not think it will yield any results. 

My purpose in asking this question was to make it 

clear as to what period or time the area west of Aksaichiti 

came in practical possession of the Chinese Government. 

This obiviou sly was not so before, since, as Premier Chou 

has himself said, the Chinese authorities came to Aksaichin 

area only at the end of 1950 and then later they built a 

road there and it must have been long after that • . 
v. 

May I ask whether i'S' it.L.!our contention that the 

Chinese or Tibetans were there in any form before ? 

I am saying this particularly because we have so often 

been to areEis west and south of the highway and we had so 

many pictures and photograph.s of this area, and we found that· 

the change took place ( in the area west of the 'highway) 

in a little more than a year. This is not from the point 

of view of theor~·tical position but practical one, and 

inore especially because your Excellency has been stressing 

11actualities of the situation" and "status quo".. Now what 

is the status quo ? status quo of last year or the status. 
:A 

quo of fewJ.J'ears more? 

I mentioned about new roads being built at 3~me . 
{' 

distance to. the west of Aksaichin highway and the,,se must 

have been very recent structures. 
i • 

PRSMIER CHOU: I have already made clear the position or the 

Chinese Government i.e., that our boundary lies along ·the 

Korakaram watershed upto Kongka pass and then to tbe ce-n4tral 

sector. Area to the north and east of this is part o~ 

Chinese territory. This is so in history and also ·in 

administrative jurisdiction. Large parts or this· area a.re 

in the jurisdiction of Sinkiang; some parts are in the,.,1 V 
jurisdiction of Tibet. our administrative and r-e~~nue · 

personnel have always functioned in this area. .As' no,847!Ci:s 
"··' ,•. 

' : - '· . 
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the question as to when New China reached this place, 

obviously it can only be after New China ~as born. After 

the establishment of the Peoples Republic or China we sent 

our people to this area according to needs. It' no need 

arose, and besides th9r9 being a friendly neighbour like 

India, there was no reason why we should sencl our pecple 

there. Our position in this area is like India's position 

in the eastern sector. India regards the line reached by 

her personnel as her boundary line. If we consider the time 

of the arrival of administrative personnel and patrol 

parties, then we find that during the British rule· 

administrative personnel and patrols never reached the area 

south of the line which India considers to be its border in 

the eastern sector. It was only in 1941-42 that the 

British sent personnel but as soon as they reached the 

boundary line, the local Tibetan government raised the 

matter with the British Government. Even arter 'independence -

of India, there was only gradual extension or administration 

to this area. 

Therefore, in the eastern and the wa stern sectoIS ot 

the boundary, there ei:ists a dispute of the same nature. 

In the eastern· sector, what we consider th~ boundary 

line, has been shown by Chinese maps and the Illdian maps , 

till 1936 have also accepted and shown the same al~gnment 

as shown by the Chine sa maps. It was only changed to a 

formal and defined boundary in 1954. 

In the we stern sector our maps have al ways shown the 

boundary which we consider to be our boundary and moreover 

this boundary was also shown by Indian maps till 1862. 
v .... :;:.1·:..~ 

Some Indian maps later yse-ct1,colour shade. In 1950 '· in 

addition to the colour shade, the Indian maps marked the 

boundary as "undefined". In 1954, however, the ~dian 

maps changed .,it to "defined ... 

The boundary line for the 
1J 

eastern and we:st&ril·'' ' ·. 
. ,' . . .. 

sector as shown on the Chinese maps is considered ~1 the 
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Chinese Government to be their boundary line. This bas always 

been so and it is also shown that way in the I~dian maps. It was 

not till 1954 that the Indian maps started showing a fixed 

boundary. 

./ 

As regards maps, China perhaps has more bases on her 

side while India has more changes. And yet we say that w would 

like to have negotiations and then sugeest the establishme1lt 

of a joint boundary committee, and that pending a set-tlement 

both sides should keep to the area or· each side. 

In the eastern sector we acknowledge that what India 

considers its border has been reached by India 1 s actual 

administration. But, similarly, we think that India should 
(\; ~~-5 

accept that~~ administrative personn.e.l has rea~bed the 
( t.Y\. f l\A. '4J SC cf-N) 

line which it considers to be her bordet: On our part, we bave 

not exceeded the line; but on the other .hand, India ha.s not 
SCl'MIL 

only exceeded the line but has even stationed troops at .suc.b 

places. This is what we mean by "status· quo 11 • 

In the middle sector there is also dispute but the 

' places of dispute are few. But these places together with the 

few places in the eastern or western sector can be considered 

when negotiations are held. This is the starting point. It 

we only argue about it and ask when China reached the boundary, 

line, then we can ask the same question and it would only 

lead to endless argument and it would be impossible to solve 

the question and will only lead to more disputes. It would 

thus go against the common desire of both sides to settle the 

bord..,r dispute. It will also ru11 counter to the purpose ·tor 

which I have come here. Therefore, I suggest to your 

Excellency that this kind or argument should be stopped and 

we should talk something which will 

Our de sire is for friendship and we should lessen and. .raot 

extend areas of dispute. 

The situation is quite clear and time does not a·llow 

us to argue like tliis. 1~ 

'.,p .. l 

\ _,,' 
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.. 
P.M. I entirely agree about lessening the points or 

difference and find out ways for approaching a settl&ment. 

But what to do t:r facts * so much ? Apart f'rom facts 

there are also the intere-nces. I have stated a very 

firm case : that there was no control ot Tibet or China 

in eastern Ladakh and that neither the Chinese, the 

Sinkianese or the Tibetans had every been there. Now 

that is in entire opposition to what your Excellen·cy has 

said. What I meant was - the question is not only ot 

\
1
.[ dates 1Mt4; ·or visits by patrols pa:rties, but, that tor 

\generations there· has been no sig~ or Chinese or 

Tibetans in the eastern and southern parts or Ladakh. 

This is a basic thing; and, therefore, I venture to ask 

your Excellency as to when the patrol parties had visited 

thd.se areas. 

There is a big difference in our miads b~'Sween. 
(-\. 

jurisdiction or t.he-,(country and setting up or ·· 

administrative offices. A country may have jur~sdiction 

and yet may not have full administration because or tbe 

area being uninhabited or being mountainous. But th&t 

does not lessen the jurisdiction. Sending o~ troops is 

not an administrative matter but it is the exercise of· 

jurisdiction. We have fully and cent per ce~t 

exercised our jurisdiction in tbe eastern sector for-

a long time but we spread our administration slowly 

because we were dealing with p~du}.litive tribes and ~hey 

had to be :tu given training for it. Es ta·blishment or 

military check posts is easy, but that is not 

administration. 

You referred to Indian maps upto 1862 being in, 

line with the Chillli set maps. 1862 me a as ap~~t 98 ye~-rs-
--i_ ··: ••• 

.. , .. 

ago. Actually, the first tull survey on the ground 

of the boundery was made in 1864 by, I t~ink, ~~ 
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~·i 
and 1 t is the first elaborate survey of its type. · In i9·~, 

(.•:• 
Stratehy and Walker brought out a map without going there . 
but Walker later changed his map after Johnson's survey. 

Therefore, atleast for nearly a hundred years they b.ave not 

changed or varied. Perhaps some parts were shown in colour 

but that is only to show the differemce in areas under 

' 
actual administration and areas under our jurisdiction. 

I entirely agree we cannot go on arguing about 

this endlessly. 

Therefore, I thought that some facts can be 

Clerified at the official level. The difficulty is or 

basic facts and inferences based on them are so different. 

You sugrested the establishment of a joint committee but I 

am unable to understand what it can possibly do. The joint 

committee will necessarily consist of officials and tQe 

, like and in such vital matters it cannot go far. If ~ 

two ourselves di.sagree how can a joint commi tte~ agre,e c? 

It can oaly perhaps report on facts, bqt the facts are not 

a seer taine d by going to these places, to the peaks or 

check posts for they could give us no history aad, 

there~ore, it can be of no help at all. But officials 

from both sides may perhaps exam1Be the documell\ts &lld 

report to both tt.e governments. Then atl~ast W"e 11411 h11:ve 

some facts; but no joint committee would have either the 

authority or competence to deal with these matters. 

PREMIER CHOU: Your Excellency's stetement proves that my proposal 

on behalf' of the Chinese Government is tentible. Your 

Excallency says that it is your firm believe that eastern 

Ladakh has always been under the jurisdiction of Ladakh. 

Similarly, on our part we firmly believe that in the eastern 

sector, areas south o! the line have belonged to China. I! 

iaece ssary, we can 'produce raany documents to prove this. '"'1-b. 
II1 the last few days we have talked mostly above the 'W9ste.rm 

sector, but if we were to talk about th!! easti:rn sector we 

will also need a tlea st three days more. But that will only 
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increase the difference. You mentiomed about dtffereace 

betwe~n jurisdiction and admimistration. According to the 

Government of India in the eastern sector jurisdictioa had 

reached long ago but admiuistratioa spread slowly. We cam 

use the same explana t1on about the -we stern sector also. The 

Chinese Government always considered and t~irmly believed 

that the boundary bet,~en SinkiaRg al!ld Ladakh is the oae as 

appears on our maps, viz: followiag the Korakaram watershed 

to Kongka pasH and then reaching the middle sect:m-. Our 

sC>veriegnty over this ar2.a had long reached this liae. 

Although it took time for admi~istratioa to reach the liue, 

the jurisdiction has always been quite clear amd we have 

documents to support. 

As regards Aksaichirt, most places are sparsely 

inhabited; but Aksaichin has been u~der the jurisdiction 
. L 

or l19tam for a long time. Our administration sometimes 

reached there, sometimes notp Ma~ly the Sinkiaillese· whc::> 

are :eomads we~t there, but some times a few Tibetaas also. 
i..,.,...-.v·..I' 

'Iherefore, it a..~ only when pasturage was available our 

people could go a:nd collect revenues and they returmed 

when winter came. We have also documents to support this. 

Therefore, your principle can be used by both sides, yet 

I do not ask the Governmeat or India to immediately agree' 

to our stand· and we would like you to do the same •. 

Therefore, we have been maiata1.aiag that there. is a 

dispute aad that the bouadary is not delimited. 

As regards maps in eastern sector, our ma·ps have not 

changed but Indian maps have changed. It was not till 

1954,that is, 6 years after Imdia~ iadepen~ence, that 

India made this a formal frontier. 

Simlla.r situation obtained in the wster.ta se.etor. 

Your Excellency mentioned that in 1864 maps were ch~•ged.. 

But we still find that even i!l that period ~ndj,:an,:).Jl.~ps::jl 

were very vague - 'there was no liae i Illl 1950 also the 

border was still marked "undemarcatedu. It'\>/as only in· 
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1954 that it came to be marked as "defined 11 • 

Therefore, both in the easterm and the -western sectors 

the boundaries were made "defined" in 1954. 

This would further show that India also acknowledges 

the fact that bounaari1ts established in the western sector 

were not delimited. Your &xcel lency stated in Parliament 

that the boundary in the we stern sector was vague~ Th•·re:rore, 
t'I 

the ie is ne~~a to reach agreement through friendly settlement. 
r ./ . 

. . . . ~ 

T was glad to hear that your Excellency agrees that 

officials of both sides should continue to examine 

materials available with both sides. We have also the same 

desire and, therefore, after examination of documents 

eventually we will find some common points. 

As regards on the .spot surveys to be made by the 

... ~ 

Committee I said that it may be done only if necessary. 

The main duty of the committee would, of couDn, be to 

exami.ne th~ material and report to re speetive gover~·rits. 

I also propose that of'f'icials ··Of both sides should 

make the report to their governments and then higher level 

talks should take place • Even if 1 t may not be po~sible to 

reach a complete solution in these talks, we very much 

hope that we can reach atleast an agreement on priµcj_p~fa 

and subsequent talks should be held later. I have· coQle 

with the sincere desire to settle questions once ror all 

but if it is not possible to do so now, I would still v,ry 

much like to see that favourable conditions are creat-etl 

for future talks. Friendship between our two coun:tries is 
~ 

important not only to our two peoples bu-t also~h.• worlt:l 

at large. 

we should leave the differences on f'a-cts to any 

organisation formed by diplomatic personnel ( 1 •. e., 

m&mbers of the Foreign Office) of both sides. T:b;u4.) ._QAr 

talks will le.ad to effective and positive result·s~ 
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p ... .(. 

. " 
\. \,-''· 

I may mention here a point though rather irrelevant; since 

you have mentioned it, I might refer to it. Your Excellency 

has mentioned about our patrols going to Khinzemane. I have 

made enquiries on the point and I find that· there were no 

armed patrols at all. It was only a group ~rr Tibetan re:f'uees 

who ware coming in. I have one advantage over you and that is 

that I slightly know the area about which we are talking. 

I agree that there is no use carrying on the controversial 

iiscussion l»tause there is dtfference of facts. However, I 

may mention one thing. Apart from old maps and accounts, our 
before 

new maps ( not only the 1954 maps ) have been 1n1llin¥x.ax~ 

everybody, including th• Chinese Government and '-18 have dra'WD 
tN•ti.u. 

your attention to them~ protesting against your maps. 

As far as I can remember, at no time did the Chinese Government 

: raise objection to our maps. Obj•ction to our maps was raised 

only in the middle of tha last year. I do not say ~hat you 

·have formally accepted our maps but you had raised no obJection 

and this waa in sptte of the fact that these maps told 

precisely what our situation with respect to the western and 

the east~rn s•ctors of th~ border was, and even when the 

map question was raised by us, your government did not raise 

any objection. All that you said was that you would consider 

your own maps when thara is time to do so. Now that indicates 

\ that right rrom the establishment or the Peoples Government, 

it kn•w of our maps and our position and there could have been 

1 no doubt on this point, '1i1heth•r right or wrong. Normally 

speaking, -we would hav~ expected you to toll us about it in 

case you objected to them and it is only in Sept•mher, 1959 

that you told us or your objection to our maps. Naturally, 

we were led to believe all through these years that broadly 

speaking our maps were acceptable to you except for minor 

bord•r disputes. This was more or 1• ss confirmed 1n my· m:tna:: 
. ' 

when your Excellency spoke to ma some !"our years ago about. 

the eastern sector. Hane~ our sense of surprise and $$bock 1 
. 1 
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when later the Chin• se Government rejected our maps 

complot• lY. 

PREMIER CHOU: Sp~aking of maps - the maps themselves only show tba 

historical dovelopm~nt. When New China was founded we had 

no time to study details of neighbouring boundaries and we 

could only use thGt old maps. Wa had no basis to change 

maps un1latGrally. In our con~uct with friendly neighbour

ing countries ii.~ took a very obj~ctive view ano sa.id that 

Chinese maps may have some differences with the objective 

~i tuation. This only represented our frifHldly attitude 

and we , the ref ore, said that it 1 s only af tar negotiations 
r .f.·-~·; .. {.·-;;':,r; .. ~· z .(.le. . .,\ 

that all maps,should ~ changed. We mad~ this statement to ...... 

Burma and to India, as also to some soc:.aiist. countri• s 

with whom w• had thll) same difference in the alignment ot 

maps. 

When we discussed the eastern sector I thought that· 

the dispute was only about the eastern sector and we ,,,.re 

always willing to settle it .though, ot course, we could not 

recognise the Mcmahon line or the Simla Convention; but it 

a settlement was rctached, naturally wa would change our 

maps. This was our thinking and it was certainly friendly. 

\'/QI have f olloweti -old maps in the east.rn and the we stern 

sectors as thtty were but th• Indian maps have changed 

before and •v•n after independancea. In 1954, the maps 

changed th• line from 11 undefined" to "defined" .all& 

unilaterally. Row can wCB r~c'.Jgnise such unilateral change? 

Since 1954 \Ve had a chance or talking about our 

bordsr question :tn a friendly way, although 1 t was without 

maps; but we mentioned the same principles with reg-ard to 

the· west9rn sector. 

In your letb•r of D~cember, 1958, when the que.stion 

or maps was raised it was only about the eastern sector. r 
It was only in March 1959 that you mentionod old tre~ties -

not only the Simla Convention but also the pe,aett t:t'l:~~y 
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with T:tbet, and, tht!refora, a. question was ra.1..sed about the 

Mcmahon line and the Simla Convention which we cannot ever 

accspt, but also about th~ western s@ctor. Hence our r~ply 

of September, 1959. The di~pute b~twaen us was thus 

brought about and 1 t extended in this way. Since the 

differ~nc~s have be~n extended, \oJ8 must try to solve them 

We do not impose :mr ma'f]s on India and we would lik8 India 

to do likewise. 

If we must reach a settlement then both our mapa 

will have to be changed accordingly. Broadly speaking, 
~ou.. 

maybe after settlement, the Chinese maps will be change~ 

but this will be done when China settles the boundary 

question. This has been our attitude and it is an 

attitude of friendly settlement and not or unilaterally 

imposing our pos:ttion on the other side. Your Excellen9y 

has known me for the last five or six years and you have ' . . 

known that I have consistently t~ied to settle questions 
}l\SZ~·· 

in a f'riendly manner and I have,l~ame attitude now. 

May I say that it has been a privilege to know 

your Excellency for several years and I attach value to 

this ~riendship not only from personal point or view but 

in a larger sense as representatives of two countries 

and it is our earnest desire both from the personaL,'as wall ,, 

as larger point of view to settle these disputes. 

But as it appears from the talks there is such 

basic difference regarding !"acts and recent developments· 
Wt:. 

that big hurdles have arisen. How can ~ get over them ? 

It is not a matter of one individual getting over them 

because these are national issues affecting vast numbers 

or people. As a matter of fact, even the slightest 

change in the border, according to our Constitution, can 

be made only by a change of the Constitution. As )four ~ 

Excellency is aware, \118 recently had an agreement with , ( 

Pakistan on some areas on the border and the Supreme Court 
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has decided that we can do so only if the Constitution is 

changed. 

' But here we hav~ been trying to find a solution in a 

friendly way to our questions consistent with dignity and 

self-respect of both countries. The question is how to do 

this ? We must give it some thought. 

It is true, as your Excellency has said, it is very 

unlikely and difficult t!or us to find a way of settlement 

on this occasion. Your Excellency has sUgge;ted this 

joint committee and you have also metltioned some matters 

called 11 common grounds'~. Among the common grounds. you 

have mentioned,~ firstly, that a dispute exists. ~ 
I ' 

.~secondly, there is a line of actual control; th·irdly, that 

there are georraphical principles like watershed, valleys, 

mountain passes, which would equally apply to all sect:ors; 

fourthly, that each side should keep to its line and that 

no sir'le should put forward any territorial claiins9 Frrth. 

point is about national feelings. . 
j wi.':lW?..t. .......c-t-1-> °""t 'Y!Ao-\.4(...k 'i,.....,.. ~"""1 

Regarding these points tmere is uot mtteh "'lte "a• .$aid 

: .. -r., 1,, except -?e-r No. 4 where in you have said that neither stde 

should put forward territorial claims. This is no-t quite 

clear to me. Our accepting things as they are wou~d mean 

that bas:tcally there is no· dispute and the question end.s 

th111rs; &'~~ that we are uaabl~ to do. 

I had mentioned earlier that we are agreea.bl~ to 

officers on both sides continuing their examination. of . 
rnater .lals and then r0po~~o us on the facts so tba:t we 

could atleast have precise facts. These officers, or· 

course, are not competent to recommend a solution or 

take any ma.jar decisions. They also· could not go to 

particular areas. They could not v21·y well take any 

<iBVidf:lnce from a shapherd and it is no use sitting on a 
~ 

mountain peak. It viould not be help.ful; Moreover~ f/V" 
partly because 'the situation has also been changing 

recently. If you think that there is s.0X11.tt.hin,g in this 
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then some or our officer·s may sit down and tell us how to 

proceed. They could draft something as to how the officials 
!< .~ tn.t,,..l..d_ 

on both sides -'W!-H examine the documents and ik&ey'O.dlil 

re port to us. 

PREMIER CHOU: I would like to have one clarif !cation. After our 
·).,F:.r.~. I-.. ~·,· , 

officials ooMo-t~ a programme for . ......_ work or ways in. which 

they will work, they will require some time and that cannot 

be done now. But after their work is finished they ·can 

submit thetr reports. 

P • M. Ye s , of course • 

PREMIER CHOU: What about 4 o'clock this afternoon ? 

P .M. That should be all right. 

PREMIER CHOU: Who will head the team on your side ? 

P.M. Our Foreign Secretary, Mr Dutt. 

(It was then decided that senior officers 
of both s irle s should meet at 4 p .m.) 

PREMIER CHOU: I am very glad to know that your Excellency has no 

objection to the common grounds mentioned by me. As 

regards point No. 4, our idea, when we say territorial 

claj_ms should uot be made, is that there should be no 

pre-requisites. Neither side should be asked to give up 

its stand, but efter an agreement is reached the D)aps will 

have to be changed and each side will have to take 

necessary constitutional procedures. In our case, 

agreement has to be ratified by the National Peoples 

Congress; in your case, as in the case of Burma, the 

Constitution may have to be changed. 

I would like to make a further pr.oposal. In order 

to facilitate further negotiations after tallrn this time, 

it seems to us that a joint s<t~temen t will be a gQod thing 

to indicc. ta that some pr c.gre ss has been made in these 

talks. In this joint statement ~ may mention the 

following : 

(1) that both sides state~ their stands and 
viewpoints and the-se talks hav" meant a 
step forward to set .. tlem9nt.,,ot the boundary 
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question. 

(ii) 'we still think that it is best to separate our 
f crce s from the line of actual control. 
t ,.,._ V( (.• w1 {:(~·H..,· 'ttttc:r 

.If you;._cio!i.sagi'es in accepthing this, we can think or 

some other way. 

In the joint stat~ment we should also express our 

der;:tre f'or friendly relations. Not only our two people but 

the '.¥hole world is interested in these talks and, therefore, 

a statement 'NCUld seem nee~ ssary. 

We should try to lessen tension and eventually tension 

will be lessened. 

I agree soma kind of statsment will have to be issued, 

but it will require careful consideration. 

About separation of troops from the border, you w'oUld 

rem~ mber what we ~ said when you fir'st wrote to us about 

it. WI! are al no anxious to avoid clasr..e s but as far as' the 

eastern sector· is concerned, there does not seem to be any 

chance. There may be a few Tibe·tan refugees coming in; but 

then our troops are not in contact at any point. 

On the we stern sector there are vast areas with a 

few check posts her!! and there. and it is not even easy to 

determine lines. All we can, therefore, do is to impress 

on our people not to do anything leading to clashes. 

PREMIER CHOU: As regards the last point both sides should ensure· 

that they continue to stop patrolling of borders not only 

in the western sector but also in ·the eastern sector 

b~cause our posts are near, as at Kinzamane. If there 

P.M. 

are no patrols, we can avoid contact and even if Tibetan 

refugees come and go, if we stop patrolling, then "We can 

avoid clashes. 

Yes. On the eastern sf!ctor there should be no 

difficulty. On.tr~ wostern sector 'we want to avoid 
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poss1.bil:tty of conflict, but the answer to it is no 
. 

patrolling at ell, but that patrolling should not be done 

in a direction where conflict may arise. 

PREMIER CHOU: I am afraid this interpretation or stopping 

P.M. 

patrolling might create some trouble, but I will reply 

tommorrow on this. 

After our officials have examined documents and 

submitted reports to the respective governments, I would 

like to suggest that next talks should be held in China -

Paking. In my letter also I had stated that we would 

extend to ')'our Excellency a very warm welcome and 

hospitality ann I would like to extend this invitation "today .. 

If' there is any di ff icul ty about it, you can decide abou:-t· it 
... <;-,. 

later. Th~ire is no neaq to give .me a reply right now. You 

may Vi.sit at any t:tme suitable to you. 

Thank you; but this we will consider only. ar·ter.· the 

committee has submitted its report. 

(The meeting was then adjourn·en ·-ltd.~ 
10 o'clock on 25th April, 1960.). 

V. V .ParanJpe 

~·•t.t.~ 

; 

" 

/ 
;. i 
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